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SPLEEN – TECHNICAL LEAFLET
ROOM:
=
=
=
=
=

playing area/ stage size min. 7 m width x 6 m depth - bigger is better height of room/ stage min. 3,40 m - higher is much better dark floor or black dance floor
room must be completely darkened and without noise from outside
from every place the audience must be able to see the floor of the stage

6 PLACES TO HANG THINGS & 2 PLACES TO FASTEN ROPE ON THE WALLS :

1=

spotlight Source Four 750W – 36°/ 50°/ 70° (depending on height of room)
2 = small moon, app. 200 g
3 = snow machine, app. 1000 g
4 = spotlight 500 W
5 = spotlight Arri 500 W
6 = possibility to fasten a rope on sides of the stage at about 240 cm height (from floor of stage),
must hold tension of about 80 kg
7 = backdrop 360 cm width (light)
* we bring all this, including lights, except Source Four only if theatre can’t provide it!
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ELECTRICITY / EQUIPMENT
=
=
=
=

two sockets (220V/16A), different circles
we bring all light and sound equipment
a ladder for construction (to ceiling of stage)
we need one technician for setting up and taking down

TIME / AUDIENCE
=
=
=
=
=
=

setting up time from 10 h on day of performance (if 20h), min. 8 h before performance
admission of audience not more than 10 minutes before performance starts
playing time app. 65 minutes, no intermission
taking down and packing takes about. 90 minutes.
two hours before the performance we need the theatre quiet for preparation
attendance figure not more than 200

These conditions are changeable, but please ask us in any case about necessary changes in advance!

Contact: Charlotte Wilde, Michael Vogel: figurentheater.wilde-vogel@gmx.de, Tel: +49 - 170 - 8349397

